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Astryd Jemison stands as a dedicated Sol Force Medic amongst the cadre of Sol Force officers who fight the aliens on the battlefields of SolSpace. But when she is sent to investigate the mysterious disappearance of a fellow Sol Force scientist on the planet Arbuda IV, she finds
herself caught up in a desperate race to save the people of Arbuda IV from a vicious parasite that is ravaging the entire planet. She must wield her medical knowledge, coupled with the latest in nano-medicine and biotech to save the lives of the dying and dying, all the while,
keeping her head above water in the dangerous and deadly Pit! All About The Characters Astryd Jemison • Your humble Medical Science Officer is even more capable than you might have guessed. A Sol Force Medic by trade and a Sol Space General's daughter by birth, Astryd
Jemison spent a decade serving as a Spaceborne General's daughter and aspiring pilot in the Sol Force before joining the Sol Star Army in an effort to stabilize the Sol Space Frontier. • Your humble medical officer isn't a quack and she won't put up with stupid questions about her
medical career. Faced with a deadly alien menace, she becomes the best, most brutal, and most effective medic you've seen in The Pit. • Built tough. She's pumped with the best of the Sol Star Military's latest biotech. The Sol Space Army's Medic Divison is in her blood. Dixie Mere
• The most powerful, most-feared monster in the universe. A mutated Earth monster brought to life from the Central Picture Of Infinite Space by SolForce scientist, Dixie Mere. • Dixie's not your average monster. She's a beautiful, almost human-like creature, with extremely limited
speech patterns and strength and vitality. The most-lethal construct in the picture, she is perhaps the toughest monster in The Pit. • The only monster to perform physical attacks and wield a weapon. Nothing can stop her once she's set her mind on something. About The Game The
Pit is a dangerous, filthy place, but Astryd comes prepared with a satchel of medical equipment and years of medical training. She carries the latest in nano-medicine and biotech with the power to mangle and mend. As she plunges into the Pit on the trail of fellow Sol Force scientist
Tamiko Hoshinara, she will sacrifice as many enemy lives as

Features Key:
8 painted and unpainted counters for Close Combat,
3 painted and unpainted counters for other units
10 fully poseable tokens for all units.
4 with crew (tank ace - rear gunner, driver, commander)
Dark blue in colour for the first release.

Contents:

8 low counters for Close Combat with leggy infantry
3 medium counters for other units
12 medium counters for the main units (infantry, cavalry, artillery)
10 big counters for Ready Carriers, Destroyers, Flankers, etc.
4 for the rear gunner, driver, tank ace
4 for the commander

Important:

The SU Soldier Pack: Medium Tanker requires the target="_blank">Heroes & Generals module.
Ask your dealer or online marketplace to target="_blank">purchase a pre-order code (SwitchADev) for free.

War of the Roses Part 1 - Saint Margaret of Antioch Game Key features:

6 painted and unpainted counters for Close Combat,
3 painted and unpainted counters for other units
5 fully poseable tokens for all units.
4 including crew (tank ace - rear gunner, driver, commander)
Dark blue in colour for the first release.

Contents:
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